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About

TRENDS Research & Advisory

TRENDS Research & Advisory was founded in Abu Dhabi in 2014 

with the objective to be an independent research center positively 

contributing to scientific studies. The Center seeks to provide a 

better understanding and deeper analyses of the developments and 

challenges impacting the Gulf and Middle East regions, and the world 

in general. While conducting research, it follows internationally-

acknowledged scientific standards adhered to by the most established 

think-tanks.

The Center has been contributing effectively toward the process 

of directing Arab and international public opinion, especially 

concerning geopolitical, economic and security affairs. The Center 

seeks to continuously widen its network of researchers, academia, 

and faculties in the Arab and international universities. The objective 

behind building this network is to maintain the quality of research 

and diversify research methodologies.
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FOREWORD 

DR. MOHAMED ABDULLAH AL-ALI 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL, 

TRENDS Research & Advisory 
 

The Covid-19 pandemic has been a challenge and an opportunity from a 
research and analysis perspective. Its devastating impact on various 
aspects of human life exceeds that of any crisis since World War II. The 
enormous loss of human lives – one million deaths at the time of 
publishing of this book and tens of millions of infected cases worldwide 
– have compelled unprecedented measures by governments to restrict the 
movement of the people and imposed what is now called the “Great 
Lockdown.” The pandemic’s impact on economic activities has resulted 
in a crisis of global dimensions, considered the most overwhelming since 
the Great Depression that emerged in 1929 and lasted until the late 
1930s. 

The crisis has brought about radical changes in the daily lives of people 
worldwide and shifted priorities, policies, and relations globally. Considering 
the profound changes unfolding around us, the pandemic has naturally 
imposed itself on think-tanks’ research and analysis agendas. Research centers 
dedicated most of their time to analyzing and exploring the complications 
arising from the crisis and understanding the pandemic’s repercussions. 

As an independent research institution, TRENDS Research & Advisory 
has looked at the unfolding crisis through the prism of its strategic, 
political, and economic fallouts. Our initial assessment recognized the 
pandemic’s threat and devised ways to analyze it in all its dimensions. 
TRENDS was among the first think-tanks in the Middle East, and the 
world, to take up the task of highlighting the numerous potential fallouts 
of the pandemic. 
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INTRODUCTION 

AHMED AL-ASTAD 

SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR, 

TRENDS RESEARCH & ADVISORY 

Toward the end of December 2019, Chinese authorities informed the 
World Health Organization (WHO) about detecting a mysterious 
viral disease, which had infected many in Wuhan, the capital of 
Hubei province. The virus was later named the new coronavirus or 
Covid-19. At that time, few expected the virus to wreak havoc 
worldwide and cause the international community’s worst crisis 
since World War II. 

Covid-19 has forced border closures, social distancing, economic 
shutdowns, and the global supply chain’s obstruction. It is now set to 
redefine the global landscape, driving researchers, thinkers, and 
politicians to conclude that the post-Covid world will not be like the 
world before the pandemic. 

Although it is too early to recognize all the dimensions of the Covid-19 
pandemic, considering it is still ongoing, it is evident so far that the world 
was not ready to face a problem of this dimension and intensity. This 
lack of preparedness exacerbated the pandemic’s human, health, 
economic, strategic, and security aspects. It also increased the 
expectation that this crisis will constitute a turning point for the existing 
World Order. The pandemic opened up a debate about the concepts and 
principles controlling the World Order in recent decades, such as 
globalization, global governance, global security, and the importance of 
international cooperation. 
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TRENDS Research & Advisory’s many contributions toward a better 
understanding of the subject started with an E-Forum, the first-of-its-kind 
in the Middle East, as early as March 2020. The E-Forum – Confronting 
the Challenges of Covid-19: A New Global Outlook – was followed by a 
series of significant TRENDS activities spread across 10 online events, 
from March to September 2020. These events included research and 
analysis of the economic, political, and strategic aspects of the crisis, and 
studies focused on the healthcare sector’s challenges. 

An elite group of researchers worldwide participated in these events and 
enhanced our understanding of the subject. These activities also attracted 
significant follow up from regional and international researchers and 
academics. 

As part of the TRENDS philosophy of analyzing opportunities and 
challenges in regional and international crises and developments, the 
Center seeks to find objective answers and solutions during and after the 
pandemic. These efforts are centered on a futuristic, insightful, and 
constructive vision, aiming to achieve the ambitious objectives we have 
defined for ourselves since the Center’s inception. These objectives 
include enhancing communication and widening collaborations with the 
most prominent think-tanks in the region and beyond. 

This important book is an outcome of TRENDS’ all-round efforts in this 
direction. It includes many comprehensive studies prepared by distinguished 
researchers and experts to present an objective assessment of the various 
aspects of the Covid-19 pandemic. Some of these studies have been 
published on the TRENDS website and have been updated for this book. 

I am pleased to extend thanks and appreciation to all researchers who 
contributed their valuable insights and made them consistent with the 
TRENDS Research & Advisory publication standards. I also extend my 
thanks to the team at TRENDS for preparing, editing, and translating, 
and for making it ready for print. Through this book, we hope to make a 
practical and constructive contribution toward helping policymakers 
understand the biggest challenge facing humanity today. 

Covid-19: Toward, Reviving, Economies & New Normal, Development, Strategies 
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The second factor that distinguishes Covid-19 from recent virus 
outbreaks is the inclusiveness and multilateral aspects of the crisis, which 
has gone far beyond health emergency to make a devastating economic 
impact. It has also had political, social, security, and strategic 
implications at national and global levels. Despite the significant 
progress made in the healthcare sector, the Covid-19 crisis exposed its 
weaknesses in many countries. Under pressure from the continually 
increasing number of infected cases and deaths, healthcare systems 
collapsed even in some advanced countries. The crisis severely impacted 
the global economy, especially the tourism, and civil aviation sectors, 
inflicting huge losses within a short period. These losses occurred as a 
result of complete lockdowns imposed to prevent the spread of the virus. 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has predicted a 4.9 percent 
decline in global GDP due to the pandemic and losses amounting to $12 
trillion in the next two years. The World Bank’s June 2020 Global 
Economic Prospects report predicts a 5.2 percent contraction in global 
GDP during 2020 and a decline in rich countries’ economic activities by 
7 percent, besides a 2.5 percent contraction in emerging markets and 
developing economies. This will be the first collective contraction in at 
least 60 years and cause a 3.6 percent per capita income decline. The 
economic hardship will push tens and probably hundreds of millions of 
people worldwide into the abyss of abject poverty and unemployment. 

The pandemic has also inflicted a heavy burden on security agencies in 
many countries. These agencies were commissioned to ensure 
compliance with the protective measures required to face the threat of 
Covid-19. In some countries, armies were deployed to help implement 
lockdown measures. These additional tasks either affected or weakened 
the military institutions’ capability to face other security challenges, 
particularly in countries suffering from instability or fighting terrorist and 
extremist groups. The crisis also changed the concepts of national and 
global security. It reinforced the significance of human security, 
particularly health and food, after many decades of relentless focus on 
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It also raised serious questions about the future of the World Order and 
the balance among international powers in the post-Covid phase. Such an 
analysis should consider how global powers responded to the pandemic 
and their cooperation and struggles at the regional and international 
levels and the domestic level in some countries and societies. The 
geostrategic shift triggered as a result of Covid-19 may include many 
other notions, which might be disintegrated, reconstructed, and rebuilt 
after the pandemic. 

However, some crucial questions remain unanswered. What makes this 
crisis different from medical emergencies such as SARS or the global 
financial crisis of 2008? The scenario has pushed many researchers and 
think-tanks to project this crisis’s potential to change the entire World 
Order. 

Analyzed in this perspective, several significant factors characterizing 
Covid-19 differentiate it from previous crises. The first among these is 
the rapid spread of the pandemic and the massive loss of human lives as 
the virus spread rapidly worldwide within weeks of its outbreak in 
Wuhan. There was hardly any country that could escape the pandemic. 
Statistics gathered till early October 2020 reveal the total number of 
infected cases worldwide to be over 37 million and the number of deaths 
surpassing one million. This vast and rapid proliferation distinguishes 
this pandemic from those that unfolded during the last few decades. 

For instance, the 2003 SARS outbreak in China spread to Southeast 
Asian countries, such as Thailand and Cambodia, but did not go far 
beyond. Similarly, when Ebola surfaced in Guinea in 2003, the epidemic 
spread to neighboring countries like Sierra Leone and Liberia. Still, it did 
not reach countries beyond the African continent and not even other 
regions within Africa. Epidemics such as bird flu, swine flu, and Zika, all 
of which have surfaced in the last few years, have had a similar 
trajectory. These viruses spread in specific regions and did not transform 
into a global outbreak. 

Covid-19: Toward, Reviving, Economies & New Normal, Development, Strategies 
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the country’s economy recovered and surpassed other global powers. 
China’s success has raised the probability of China becoming a new 
pillar in the new World Order emanating from the remnants of Covid-19. 
Another factor related to the crisis is the profound impact the Covid-19 
pandemic is set to have in the long term, over and above its profound 
impact on the current stage. 

The timings and significance of this book, published by TRENDS 
Research & Advisory, cannot be emphasized enough. It includes a set of 
distinguished studies prepared by several prominent Arab and foreign 
researchers. The book encapsulates comprehensive and insightful 
contributions that analyze various dimensions of the Covid-19 pandemic 
and its multi-dimensional repercussions.  

This book is the embodiment of an attempt by TRENDS Research & 
Advisory to enrich research efforts to explore the crisis and highlight its 
vast consequences. This compilation’s main objective is to enable the 
world to devise efficient policies and strategies that help overcome the 
challenges posed by this crisis. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has redefined several global concepts. Among 
the most understated has been its fallout on geostrategic shifts and 
prospects going forward. This book attempts to understand the various 
dimensions of this change and how it is expected to pan out in different 
parts of the world. 

The 12 chapters of this book – spread across three broad sections – 
attempt to understand the different dimensions of this crisis and its 
interplay with global geopolitics. These chapters not only highlight, in 
detail, the cause and effect associated with the short and long-term fallout 
of the pandemic, they also connect the dots on its potential influence on 
policymaking. 

The first section – The Geostrategic Impacts and Transformations – sets 
the book’s tone to unravel critical analysis on the shift already underway 
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the traditional security and military concepts, such as building military 
alliances, arms race, and strategic military deterrence. 

This crisis has also raised questions on the legitimacy and efficiency of 
political systems. Countries that failed to confront Covid-19 faced harsh 
criticism from their citizens. Questions have also been raised about the 
reasons behind the lack of preparedness, and citizens were dissatisfied 
with the ruling systems in some cases. However, some ruling systems 
have enhanced their efficiency while confronting the crisis. 

Some existing strategic concepts have also come under review as a result 
of the Covid-19 crisis. Perhaps the most critical one is the question being 
raised on the notion of the state’s comprehensive power. This notion is 
no more limited to the military might nor the possession of economic and 
technological power. Instead, it has been about requiring other aspects of 
power. The most critical notion of power, in these circumstances, relates 
to the capability of a country to confront epidemics and its preparedness 
in advance and dealing with them using informed policies and 
procedures. 

The third factor that makes Covid-19 different from other crises is that it 
impacted advanced countries more than others. The failure of these 
countries in effectively tackling the pandemic, at least in its early stages, 
triggered a debate over the extent of the pandemic’s impact on the shape 
and nature of the World Order and the balance of global power. The 
Covid-19 crisis severely hit the United States of America, the only and 
the largest superpower. The country has ranked first on the worldwide 
list of the number of infected cases and deaths. The crisis also hit the 
European Union’s members who suffered for months due to the 
pandemic. 

The Russian Federation, a former superpower seeking to regain its glory 
in the current World Order, was among those significantly hit by the 
crisis. Even though the virus surfaced in China, Beijing succeeded in 
tackling the virus through an array of strict measures. More importantly, 

Covid-19: Toward, Reviving, Economies & New Normal, Development, Strategies 
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In the third chapter – Will Covid-19 reformulate national security 
concepts and policies? – Dr. Ashraf Al-Eisawy argues that the post-
Covid-19 world has already become a familiar term worldwide, 
indicating the potential changes due to this pandemic. According to him, 
as a consequence of the pandemic, the idea of national security is about 
to change drastically as Covid-19 has exposed the weaknesses of health 
systems in many developed countries.  

Dr. Eisawy claims that due to these developments, the concept of 
national security may get redefined in the post-Covid period leading to a 
greater focus on holistic human security. In these changed circumstances, 
federal governments would be well advised to prioritize health security. 

In the second section – Economic Repercussions of the Covid-19 
Epidemic – leading researchers propound some compelling arguments 
about the pandemic’s economic fallout. In Chapter 4, Global Economic 
Impact of the Covid19 Pandemic, Scott Duane Smith and Mahmood 
Sharif suggest that Covid-19 is highly contagious and is unlikely to 
dissipate soon, imposing heavy burdens on the economy and leading to a 
large loss of employment. 

The authors toggle between a global perspective and an industry 
perspective and even highlight the sectors benefitting from the pandemic. 
They emphasize Covid-19 has exposed the divide between those with 
access to the Internet and everyone else, resulting in inequality between 
the educated elite and those excluded from the system. The divide has 
caused a long-term transformation in industry structure as many firms 
and industries are changing their business strategies. 

In Chapter 5, Covid-19 and the Arab World: Macroeconomic 
Consequences, Responses, and Outlook, Dr. Ahmed El-Safty emphasizes 
that the economic fallout of the pandemic could be more acute in the 
Arab world. He stresses that the significant drop in oil prices could have 
severe consequences as it is the primary source of government revenue 
and contributes to many countries’ growth. 
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in the World Order. Penned by well-known analysts, this section 
highlights the various dimensions of the challenge at hand worldwide. 

The first chapter, The Impact of Covid-19 on US-China Relations, Dr. 
Nath Aldalala’a claims that, despite its severe health and economic 
consequences, the impact of Covid-19 on broader global politics will 
remain limited. While the pandemic will influence ways of living and 
dealing with public health and global health security, it will underline the 
national governments’ vital role in protecting their people and defending 
their interests, the author argues in this chapter. 

Dr. Aldalala’a says that the pandemic is subject to the policies pursued 
by the great powers; in particular, the United States of America’s 
response to how the virus outbreak will affect its economy. According to 
him, the US has already set the tone by spinning the pandemic from 
being invisible to a visible enemy, singling China out as its source to 
appropriate and mandate a response. Based on this approach, the virus’s 
impact on global politics will widen the rift between the US and China, 
especially if Trump wins a second term in office. 

In Chapter 2, Limits of Change in the Post-Covid World Order, Dr. 
Fatouh Haikal undertakes an in-depth analysis of a shifting World Order, 
or the lack of it. This chapter posits that the global crisis caused by 
Covid-19 has raised serious questions about the future of the existing 
international order, the balances of global power in the foreseeable 
future, and the patterns of cooperation and conflict relations at the 
regional and international levels. 

Contrary to many researchers’ predictions, Dr. Haikal argues that the 
Covid-19 pandemic will not bring about radical changes in the existing 
World Order. According to him, it will instead reinforce the already 
prevailing trends, such as de-globalization, growing isolationism, the 
more distributed and pluralistic balance of global power, and increasing 
intensity of rivalry among major powers, especially the United States of 
America and China. 

Covid-19: Toward, Reviving, Economies & New Normal, Development, Strategies 
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routes worldwide. With health infrastructure damaged and degraded in 
numerous conflict-hit countries, there is a pressing need for solutions 
involving regional, international, and multilateral donors. 

This chapter examines the efforts being made to help vulnerable 
countries tackle the Covid-19 outbreak, albeit under strained conditions 
of insecurity and violence. In addition to reviewing the humanitarian aid 
presently being given, there is also an assessment of the political and 
diplomatic factors involved, followed by a brief discussion on 
recommendations and future predictions. 

The chapter highlights that the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
countries’ humanitarian efforts will be assessed as part of the global 
humanitarian community’s response. The decisions that countries 
worldwide make today to help in the fight against the Covid-19 pandemic 
will also help shape the communities around the globe in the future. The 
chapter surmises that effective and sustained global cooperation between 
governments is needed to foster intensified efforts to tackle Covid-19 and 
ensure readiness to defeat similar threats in the future. 

The third section of the book – The Impact of the Covid-19 on National 
and Regional Policies: Case Studies – includes five chapters highlighting 
worldwide case studies. In Chapter 8, The European Union’s Role in the 
Post-Pandemic World, Dr. Stephen Blackwell explores the pandemic’s 
impact on the European Union (EU). In addition to the health impact, Dr. 
Blackwell writes, the Union’s economies will fall into recession due to 
the lockdown and other measures taken to contain the virus. The crisis 
poses many questions about the Union’s future, he claims. 

According to Dr. Blackwell, based on a complex legal order, the EU’s 
external relations reflect the world’s largest single market’s economic 
power. However, although the Union has used trade to great effect in 
deals with third countries, the member-states have a long way to go to 
develop effective EU foreign and defense policies. Most crucially, the 
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According to Dr. El-Safty, the oil-exporting Arab countries, with a few 
exceptions, are facing a major setback in terms of the economic growth, a 
reversal of the current account balance position from surplus to deficit, 
potential losses for sovereign wealth funds, and an increased deficit of 
the overall government financial position. As for the non-oil exporting 
Arab countries, the significant impact is expected from the drop in 
tourism, workers’ remittances, and the reversal of foreign portfolio 
investment in some countries, including, most notably, Egypt. 

The sixth chapter zeroes in on the very important subject of oil markets 
in the post-Covid-19 world. In this chapter, Mohammed Hamdaoui 
concedes that the crisis has had an unprecedented impact on the oil and 
gas industry. A massive decline in oil demand and an enormous 
oversupply, intensified by the price war between Russia and Saudi 
Arabia, has seen oil prices sink to levels unseen in decades. Hamdaoui 
contends that while the oil industry has faced several crises –pushing it to 
find new ways to conduct business and adapt to changing conditions – 
the Covid-19-induced crisis has come when the industry faces increased 
shareholder activism and intense pressure on the environment front. 

However, he argues that this new phase could also accelerate the 
industry’s transformation is already going through. According to him, the 
oil will continue to play an essential role in the energy mix for many 
decades, even though oil companies will have to navigate and manage an 
uncertain future as projects will be riskier to develop and consequently 
require a higher rate of return. Among Hamdaoui’s recommendations are 
diversification of portfolios and a shift toward an integrated business 
model that embraces the changes caused by the energy transition and the 
growth in renewable and new technologies. 

This section concludes with three authors – Dr. Stephen Blackwell, 
Emina Osmandzikovic, and Amal Al-Breiki – collectively tackling the 
subject of aid for humanity. In Chapter 7, Conflict Zones and the Global 
Humanitarian Response to Covid-19, they focus on the future of 
humanitarian assistance in conflict zones, contested areas, and migratory 
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routes worldwide. With health infrastructure damaged and degraded in 
numerous conflict-hit countries, there is a pressing need for solutions 
involving regional, international, and multilateral donors. 

This chapter examines the efforts being made to help vulnerable 
countries tackle the Covid-19 outbreak, albeit under strained conditions 
of insecurity and violence. In addition to reviewing the humanitarian aid 
presently being given, there is also an assessment of the political and 
diplomatic factors involved, followed by a brief discussion on 
recommendations and future predictions. 

The chapter highlights that the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
countries’ humanitarian efforts will be assessed as part of the global 
humanitarian community’s response. The decisions that countries 
worldwide make today to help in the fight against the Covid-19 pandemic 
will also help shape the communities around the globe in the future. The 
chapter surmises that effective and sustained global cooperation between 
governments is needed to foster intensified efforts to tackle Covid-19 and 
ensure readiness to defeat similar threats in the future. 

The third section of the book – The Impact of the Covid-19 on National 
and Regional Policies: Case Studies – includes five chapters highlighting 
worldwide case studies. In Chapter 8, The European Union’s Role in the 
Post-Pandemic World, Dr. Stephen Blackwell explores the pandemic’s 
impact on the European Union (EU). In addition to the health impact, Dr. 
Blackwell writes, the Union’s economies will fall into recession due to 
the lockdown and other measures taken to contain the virus. The crisis 
poses many questions about the Union’s future, he claims. 

According to Dr. Blackwell, based on a complex legal order, the EU’s 
external relations reflect the world’s largest single market’s economic 
power. However, although the Union has used trade to great effect in 
deals with third countries, the member-states have a long way to go to 
develop effective EU foreign and defense policies. Most crucially, the 
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According to him, the UAE has also played an active role in 
strengthening global efforts to confront the pandemic. This was done 
by assisting countries gravely affected by the virus, making provision 
for the WHO’s assistance to perform its role in an optimal manner, or 
through its continuous coordination with major powers to ensure 
international cooperation. These efforts demonstrate the moral 
responsibility the UAE always takes, which stems from its belief in 
international collaboration to encounter global crises that pose a threat 
to all humanity. 

Ibrahim Bakri and Emina Osmandzikovic have collaborated to produce 
Chapter 11, The US Response to the Covid-19 in the Context of its 
Historical Epidemic Preparedness. They emphasize that the lack of 
federal leadership and uncoordinated measures at the state level in the 
United States of America suggest that the primary cause of the 
pandemic’s inadequate response was the Trump administration’s failure 
to maintain contingency plans at sufficient readiness. 

According to them, despite the foresight demonstrated in the 
comprehensive report detailing the US response to the Ebola outbreak 
drafted by the Obama administration in 2016, as well as the repeated 
government simulations of contingency measures for combating a 
pandemic, the US response to the pandemic has shown an apparent lack 
of coordination and an overall absence of strategic vision in the country’s 
foreign policy amid the crisis. 

They recommend that the US not become discouraged and distance itself 
from the WHO and other international organizations tasked with 
providing a global coordination and cooperation platform, especially 
given the current status quo issues. Merely maintaining the current scale 
of response capacity as a standing capability will most likely be 
insufficient. For the sake of the US citizens and the international 
community that looks to the US for guidance and leadership, a new 
approach is urgently needed, the authors claim. 
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Union’s global strategy depends on maintaining the current multilateral 
order in cooperation with other great powers, he writes. 

In Chapter 9, Combating the Covid-19 Pandemic and Vulnerabilities in 
Africa, Ramadan Kurany Mohammad argues that the developed world 
has failed to stop the devastating spread of Covid-19, leading to fear over 
its possible spread in Africa, which is already suffering from health, 
humanitarian, and environmental crises. The chapter also sheds light on 
the pandemic’s political, economic, and security dimensions on the 
continent. 

The study examines the African countries’ measures to combat Covid-19, 
their collaboration with the international community, and the overall 
importance of supporting Africa in fighting the virus threat. Dr. Kurany 
claims that the crisis has emphasized changing the continent’s economic 
priorities toward healthcare, education, research, and attention to the 
pharmaceutical and chemical industries. 

According to the author, Africa must also prioritize international 
alliances amid the shifts expected in the future. The continent urgently 
needs international aid to procure vital medical equipment and fund 
increases in health spending and other forms of social protection and 
economic assistance to minimize human suffering. 

In its 10th chapter, UAE’s Management of the Covid-19 Crisis: Lessons 
and Dimensions, Dr. Mohammed Abdullah Al-Ali, the Director-General 
of TRENDS Research & Advisory, puts the spotlight on the UAE. Dr. 
Mohammed Al-Ali highlights that the UAE has set an example in 
effectively managing what has become a global phenomenon. Through 
its approach, the UAE has set a benchmark among nations in effective 
crisis management and containment of the repercussions. He explains 
how the UAE’s preventive and precautionary measures strengthened all 
aspects of society’s health and food security and ensured that individuals 
and institutions collectively confront the pandemic. 
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The concluding chapter, Repercussions of Covid-19 on Iran’s Domestic 
& Foreign Policies, by Mohamed Khalfan Al-Sawafi, hypothesizes that 
the coronavirus crisis, like other critical crises, will leave its mark on 
domestic and foreign policies worldwide. This chapter examines Iran’s 
case and how the country managed its domestic and foreign policies in 
the wake of the pandemic. Dr. Sawafi argues that Iran’s policies during 
Covid-19 have several critical features. Domestically, Iranian officials 
seek more to ensure the regime’s stability than achieving any other 
objective, including overcoming the pandemic itself, he concludes. 

According to the author, the Iranian regime is aware that it must not 
ignore the health situation resulting from the pandemic. Judging by the 
history of Iranian foreign policy over the past four decades, Iran will 
probably pursue more interventionist policies and offensive moves on 
regional issues. This is evident in Iran’s use of proxies or allies to ease 
the pressure on the regime and diverting attention from its domestic and 
foreign woes. 

All these chapters collectively demonstrate the challenge posed by 
Covid-19 at various levels and the geostrategic shift taking place 
worldwide due to the pandemic. They provide a template for 
policymakers to understand the broad impact the ongoing crisis may have 
on various sectors, and formulate policy measures necessitated by the 
pandemic
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